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problem changing resolution if you have an old non-touchscreen monitor, you might have problems
changing the resolution of your games to the desired one (e.g. 1080p on a non-touchscreen

monitor). this is caused by a microsoft office x-ray scan that was introduced in windows xp and that
most old versions of windows have. this scan checks all installed office programs for viruses and
other malicious code and presents the user with a questionnaire to score the applications. if you
press "skip" instead of answering the questionnaire, you will be able to change the resolution.

change the resolution manually before playing the game - there are no options in the configuration
files that allow you to change the game default resolution in this case. you can find the resolution

settings in the toca 2 game files - on windows xp, the game files are located in c:program files
(x86)codemastersrace driver 2. trouble fixing problems while playing this is more of a debug-type fix

rather than a real solution to the problem. what the game might be doing is that it creates a
temporary file and does some extra checks to see if it actually exists before trying to write to the

drive. the problem comes from the fact that when the game creates the temporary file, it also
creates a shortcut on the desktop. a lot of times, the shortcut points to an unstable location on the

hard drive. if the game does not write to the drive, the game might get confused. finally, there is the
copy protection files. these need to be extracted from the cd-rom. to extract them, you can use any

of the various file sharing websites , for example, the cyberlockers . or you can use microsoft
windows
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new engine. implemented support for multithreaded rendering. new engine has a new driver, new
physics, and new track, plus other small improvements. new engine is tested on windows 8.1.

changes to the engine. new map. new map by mappack. new map is tested on windows 8. new
drivers. new physics. track fix. changed track path to be track-based rather than path-based, to fix a
rare bug which caused vehicles to be in the wrong position when exiting a road. the game plays well
with modern controllers and theres no problem with the graphics or gameplay thanks to the custom
driver models that have been added. it uses the same engine as the original, so you wont get the
same graphical enhancements, but the game is still as playable as it was back in 1998. toca race
driver 2 was a popular game, but its main selling point for us was that we could find a crack that

would allow us to play it on modern windows. in the years since, codemasters have released various
different versions of the game, but they all used the same engine. the crack that we have added in

this release is specially written for the game, and will work with all versions of the game, including all
the patches. note that the crack does not work for the original version of the game. it should be

noted that there are quite a few new features in the game. this is a first for us: the japanese version
of the game added an online multiplayer mode. there was also a toca trainer mode, which we

believe was quite similar to the arcade mode in the original toca race driver. we have also added
some enhancements to the career mode, including a fifth race, as well as a number of new cars. in

addition, the game now offers several different driver models, offering a more realistic driving
simulation. finally, we have worked to fix a number of bugs and crashes that were present in the

original game. 5ec8ef588b
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